Call For Papers
48th North American Power Symposium (NAPS)
September 18 - 20, 2016
Denver Marriott Tech Center (DTC)
http://go.du.edu/naps2016

Technical Program:
The NAPS 2016 organizing committees cordially invite you to attend and present at the 48th North American Power Symposium, which will be hosted by the University of Denver, September 18-20, 2016. NAPS welcomes papers on analytical, computational, experimental studies aimed at solving problems related to operation, control, monitoring, protection, reliability as well as economics of power and energy systems and components. NAPS is held every year at a different university in North America and provides an international open forum for participants from academia and industry to exchange innovative ideas and solutions with each other. NAPS will continue the long held tradition of encouraging presentation of papers by students and recognizing their best efforts by awards at the end of the symposium.

Research Topic Areas:
Authors are invited to submit their contributions in, including but not limited to, the following research tracks:

- TRACK 1: Demand response and energy efficiency
- TRACK 2: Microgrids and advanced distribution systems
- TRACK 3: Power system control, operation, and planning
- TRACK 4: Intelligent grid coordination and management
- TRACK 5: Power system analysis, optimization, computing, and economics
- TRACK 6: Power system communications and cyber-security
- TRACK 7: Solar, wind and other renewable generations
- TRACK 8: Power Electronics and Applications

Paper Submission: please visit go.du.edu/naps2016 for instructions.

Important dates:
March 19, 2016: Paper Submission Website Opens
May 15, 2016: Deadline for Paper Submission
July 08, 2016: Decision Notification
July 18, 2016: Final Paper Submission
Sept. 18-20, 2016: North American Power Symposium in Denver, CO